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一、

中文摘要

時間序列分析所討論的課題很多,這裡我們考慮關於時間序列的分段與確認
(segmentation and identification) 之問題。也就是說,若一時間序列由若干個未知
模型分別在不同的時間區間內生成,我們要找出其分段點及其生成之模型。我們
的解決辦法是結合支撐向量法(support vector machines)與統計的叢聚分析
(clustering analysis)。該方法可以應用於許多複雜的時間序列,例如
Mackey-Glass,EEG。本論文創新處包括提出一個支撐向量法的新形式,與一個調
整控制模型間競爭程度之參數的新方法。前者主要是對支撐向量法模型的誤差項
給予不同的權重,以配合該時間序列是由若干個未知模型分別生成的特質;後者
則是利用最大概似估計法調整參數。
此研究成果已發表於研討會(Chang, Lin, and Weng [2]),而此研討會論文經過重新
整理後,已經投稿於 IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks,目前已被接受,即將刊
登[3]。上述之方法也被應用在 traveling salesman problems, 並且發表於研討會
(Chang, Lin, and Weng [3]) 。
關鍵詞：時間序列, 混合模型, 支撐向量法, 期望值-最大化.
Abstr act
We present a framework for the unsupervised
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segmentation of switching dynamics using support vector machines. Following the
architecture by Pawelzik et al. [8] where annealed competing neural networks were
used to segment a non-stationary time series, in this article we exploit the use of
support vector machines, a well-known learning technique. First, a new formulation
of support vector regression is proposed. Second, an expectation-maximization (EM)
step is suggested to adaptively adjust the annealing
parameter. Experimental results using chaotic time series indicate that the proposed
approach is promising.
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二、Introduction
Recently support vector machines (SVMs) have been a promising method for data
classification and regression. For an account of the method, see [10]. However, its
application to unsupervised learning problems has not been exploited much. In this
paper we aim to apply it to unsupervised segmentation of time series. Practical
applications of unsupervised segmentation of time series include, for example, speech
recognition, signal classification , and brain data.
The topic of unsupervised segmentation has been investigated by researchers in
various fields. See for example, an early survey on various approaches in [7] and a
combination of supervised and unsupervised learning using hidden Markov models
based on neural networks [4].
In [6,8], annealed competing neural networks were used to segment a non-stationary
time series, where non-stationarities are caused by switching dynamics. This method
is called ``Annealed Competition of Experts" (ACE).
Unlike the mixtures of experts architecture [5] which used an input-dependent gating
network, the ACE method drives the competition of experts by an evaluation of
prediction performance so that the underlying dynamics can have overlapping input
domains. Two main features of this approach are memory derived from a slow
switching rate and deterministically annealed competition of the experts during
training. The assumption of slow switching rate is imposed to resolve problems
caused by overlapping input-output relations. The idea of annealing is to avoid getting
stuck in local minima and resolve the underlying dynamics in a hierarchical manner.
(The deterministic annealing method was described in the context of clustering [9].)
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The present paper aims to solve the same unsupervised segmentation problem as in
[6,8]. We propose a framework using competing support vector machines (SVMs).
三、Main results
The standard SVMs assume equal weights on all error terms, which mean that each
data point is equally important. However, due to the switching nature of the problem,
the data points actually come from different sources and therefore, the contribution of
each data point to each predictor would not be the same.
In order to solve this problem, we propose a modified formulation of SVMs which
allows different weights on the error terms. The dual problem and the implementation
for this formulation are also new. Here the weights are adjusted by relative prediction
performance, as in [6,8]. In addition to the new formulation, this paper is novel in
presenting an adaptive annealing method.
A key observation is that the annealing parameter characterizes some statistical
property of the error terms. Therefore, at each iteration during training, we treat the
annealing parameter as an unknown parameter and estimate it based on the current
weighting coefficients and error terms. This estimate is essentially the maximum
likelihood estimate, which can be obtained by an expectation-maximization (EM) step.
We call this annealing method adaptive deterministic annealing.
四、Conclusions
In this paper we present a framework for the unsupervised segmentation of
non-stationary time series using SVMs. The problems we consider here are the same
as those in [8]. The method used in this paper is novel in two aspects. First, a new
formulation of SVM and its implementation are proposed for the switching problems.
Second, we use statistical reasoning to adjust the annealing parameter. The annealing
property of the proposed method can be explained. The figures we obtained using
chaotic time series, our results are comparable to those in [8]. Moreover, as we adjust
the annealing parameter adaptively, our algorithm requires much fewer iterations than
theirs.
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